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Abstract – A promising novel topology specially designed with the aim to reduce the effective
size of the Split Ring Resonator (SRR) for sensitive and high resolution imaging applications is
proposed. This is achieved by modifying the conventional SRR by slightly raising the split region
of the outer ring structure perpendicular to the plane of SRR. The proposed design topology is
such that the localized field at the projected portion of the structure is isolated from the re-
maining portion of the SRR. After identifying the needed projection height of the split region of
this specially designed scanning probe, objects with dimensions very much less than operating
wavelength is scanned and identified, which will not be possible by using a normal SRR. The
experimental results are verified using high frequency stimulation software to authenticate the
results of this newly designed sensor which may find applications in enhancing the sensitiveness
of all types of SRR based sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Split Ring Resonators (SRR), the negative permeability part of metamaterial, are widely used in various sensor
applications by making use of their capacitive and inductive contributions along with their near field variations [1].
In order to enhance the sensitiveness of the resonator, different techniques like inclusion of external passive and
active components are suggested by various researchers [2]. Different types of sensors are seen in literature which
requires additional and relatively complicated circuitary along with SRR for specific sensor applications [3]. In
this paper, we have proposed a simple and novel design to modify the conventional SRR by slightly raising the
split gap region of the outer ring and there by isolating the localized field at the sensing region for better precision.
By using this high sensitive sensor, we have scanned an arrangement of closely spaced thin dielectric strips and
have reproduced the images faithfully with better resolution and the experimental results were verified using high
frequency simulation method.

Fig. 1: Novel SRR design with projected outer split gap region.
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